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a b s t r a c t
Modern optical microscopy has granted biomedical scientists unprecedented access to the inner workings of a
cell, and revolutionized our understanding of the molecular mechanisms underlying physiological and disease
states. In spite of these advances, however, visualization of certain classes of molecules (e.g. lipids) at the
sub-cellular level has remained elusive. Recently developed chemical imaging modalities – Coherent AntiStokes Raman Scattering (CARS) microscopy and Stimulated Raman Scattering (SRS) microscopy – have helped
bridge this gap. By selectively imaging the vibration of a speciﬁc chemical group, these non-invasive techniques
allow high-resolution imaging of individual molecules in vivo, and circumvent the need for potentially
perturbative extrinsic labels. These tools have already been applied to the study of fat metabolism, helping uncover novel regulators of lipid storage. Here we review the underlying principle of CARS and SRS microscopy, and
discuss the advantages and caveats of each technique. We also review recent applications of these tools in the
study of lipids as well as other biomolecules, and conclude with a brief guide for interested researchers to
build and use CARS/SRS systems for their own research. This article is part of a Special Issue entitled Tools to
study lipid functions.
© 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Visualizing individual molecules in vivo and tracking their spatiotemporal dynamics are challenging tasks that are nevertheless critical
to understanding normal organismal function and its dysregulation in
disease. Modern optical microscopy addresses the challenge most
directly by providing the ability to probe living cells. The most commonly employed method, ﬂuorescence microscopy, leverages the characteristic absorption and emission properties of genetically encoded
ﬂuorophores, by tagging them to speciﬁc targets such as proteins and
visualizing their dynamics within a cell. This method provides exquisite
sensitivity and high-resolution. Further advances have led to the
emergence of imaging modalities like multi-photon excitation, confocal
laser scanning, single-molecule microscopy, total internal reﬂection
ﬂuorescence, and super-resolution imaging [1–7]. Despite these advances, ﬂuorescent tagging is often impractical due to the perturbative
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size and chemical invasiveness of the ﬂuorophore, especially for small
molecules such as lipids, metabolites, and drugs. Moreover, labeling or
staining with ﬂuorophores is not appropriate for in vivo medical
applications.
Alternative imaging techniques based on vibrational microscopy have
garnered signiﬁcant interest in biomedical sciences. These methods do
not require ﬂuorescent tags, and rely instead on characteristic vibrational
frequencies of various chemical bonds [8]. Vibrational microscopy has
been utilized to visualize lipids, protein, DNA, and small metabolites in
vivo without the need for labeling [9–13]. Vibrational microscopy
encompasses several independent modalities, including infrared microscopy, spontaneous Raman scattering microscopy and Coherent Raman
Scattering (CRS) microscopy. Infrared microscopy has grown rapidly in
recent years, but it is limited by low spatial resolution due to long infrared
wavelengths, and reduced sensitivity due to non-background-free detection (a detailed account of infrared microscopy is available in reference
[14]). Here we review the underlying principle of spontaneous Raman
scattering and CRS microscopy including CARS and SRS microscopy, and
discuss current and potential applications of CRS microscopy in biology
and clinical medicine, with an emphasis on lipid research.
2. Principle of Raman scattering and CRS microscopy
2.1. The Raman effect
When light is incident on a sample, most photons that interact with
the molecules in the sample scatter elastically and maintain their
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incident energy (Rayleigh scattering). However, a very small fraction of
photons interact with the vibrational states of the molecules in the sample and scatter inelastically — a phenomenon known as spontaneous
Raman scattering or the “Raman effect”, ﬁrst described in 1928 by C.V.
Raman [15,16] (Fig. 1A-1). The chemical bonds may absorb some of
the energy of incident “pump” photons (ωp) to get excited to a higher
vibrational energy level. When this happens, the scattered “Stokes”
Raman photons (ωs) will be of lower energy than the incident pump
photons. Conversely, pump photons may interact with chemical bonds
existing at a higher vibrational state; in this case, the scattered photons
will be of higher energy than the incident photons, and are termed
“anti-Stokes” photons (ωas) (Fig. 1A-1). The difference in frequency
between incident and scattered photons is known as the Raman shift
(frequency can be determined from energy of the photons by the Planck
relation E = hν, where E is the energy, ν is the frequency and h is the
Planck's constant). Each molecule has a characteristic and quantiﬁable
Raman spectrum determined by its speciﬁc combination of chemical
bonds. Fig. 2 shows a typical Raman spectrum from a biological sample,
and Table 1 summarizes the Raman shifts of some of the common
chemical bonds encountered in biological specimens.
2.2. Spontaneous versus Coherent Raman Scattering (CRS) microscopy
In spontaneous Raman scattering microscopy, a single laser is incident at the pump frequency (ωp), and Raman signals are generated at
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Fig. 2. A typical Raman spectrum from a biological sample. A Raman spectrum derived from
the P22 virus, showing characteristic vibrational frequencies detected in biological samples.
Adapted with permission from reference [68].

Stokes (ωs) and anti-Stokes (ωas) frequencies by inelastic scattering
(Fig. 1A-1). However, these signals are extremely weak (typical photon
conversion efﬁciency is lower than 1 in 1018) and require long acquisition times, making spontaneous Raman scattering microscopy impractical for live imaging [17,18]. If instead, two coherent pulse laser
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Fig. 1. Principle of Raman scattering and CRS microscopy. (A) Energy-level diagrams of spontaneous Raman scattering (A-1), Coherent Anti-Stokes Raman Scattering (CARS) (A-2) and
Stimulated Raman Scattering (SRS) (A-3). The principle is illustrated schematically through photons and the energy states of chemical bonds they interact with. Ωvib, the vibrational energy
level of the chemical bond; ωp, pump photons (orange lines); ωs, Stokes photons (red lines); ωas, anti-Stokes photons (blue lines); virtual state, a short-lived intermediate quantum state
between ground and excited states. The color of the lines corresponds to the energy (frequency) of respective photons (blue N orange N red). A-1: Energy-level diagram of spontaneous
Raman scattering. Rayleigh scattering, incident photons (ωp) scatter elastically and maintain their incident energy. Raman scattering, a small fraction of incident photons (approximately 1
out of 10 million) exchange energy with the chemical bond. The chemical bond at the ground state can absorb energy from the “pump” photon (ωp), being excited to a high-energy
vibrational state. As a result, a new “Stokes” photon (ωs) is emitted with less energy than the incident pump photon (ωs = ωp − Ωvib). An even smaller fraction of incident pump photons
can obtain energy from the chemical bond existing in an excited vibrational state. In this case, the chemical bond is back to the low-energy ground state and an “anti-Stokes” Raman photon
(ωas) is emitted with higher energy than the incident photon (ωas = ωp + Ωvib). A-2: Energy-level diagram of Coherent Anti-Stokes Raman Scattering (CARS). Coherent non-linear multiphoton processes can exponentially enhance the weak Raman scattering effect. When two incident photons at pump (ωp) and Stokes (ωs) frequencies simultaneously interact with the
chemical bond (Ωvib = ωp − ωs), their interaction can stimulate a large fraction of the chemical bonds to the vibrational excitation state coherently. Those excited chemical bonds can
further exchange energy with a second pump photon (ωp), resulting in the coherent emission of an anti-Stokes photon (ωas) with higher energy (ωas = 2ωp − ωs). A-3: Energy-level
diagram of Stimulated Raman Scattering (SRS). In addition to CARS (A-2), non-linear interaction between the two incident photons and the chemical bonds also results in SRS. During
the excitation of the chemical bond to its high-energy vibrational state (Ωvib = ωp − ωs), energy of the pump photon (ωp) is transferred to the chemical bond, resulting in emission of
a Stokes photon with lower energy (ωs = ωp − Ωvib). Therefore, by interacting with each chemical bond, an incident photon at the pump frequency (ωp) will be lost (Stimulated
Raman Loss, SRL), and a new photon at the Stokes frequency (ωs) will be generated (Stimulated Raman Gain, SRG). (B) Diagram of light frequency and intensity in CARS/SRS microscopy.
When the frequency difference between pump and Stokes laser beams matches a molecule's vibrational frequency (Ωvib), the non-linear multi-photon interacting process (explained in A)
generates a new anti-Stokes beam (ωas) at a higher frequency. Simultaneously, the intensity of the Stokes beam and the pump beam experiences an increase (ΔIs, Stimulated Raman Gain,
SRG) and decrease (ΔIp, Stimulated Raman Loss, SRL), respectively. (C) Pulse intensity diagram of the SRL detection scheme. The modulation of the Stokes beam at a high frequency
(N2 MHz) results in a modulated SRL signal (dashed line box), which can be extracted out of laser noise and further ampliﬁed using a lock-in ampliﬁer.
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Table 1
Common vibrational bonds and corresponding Raman shifts.
Vibrational bond

Raman shifts
(cm−1)

Indicative of

C\H2
C\H3
O\H
(C _ )C\H
C_C
Conjugated C _ C
N\C _ O
Aryl ring
Ring breathing of phenylalanine
Asymmetric COC
S_O
Symmetric dioxy stretching of
the phosphate backbone
Symmetric phosphodiester stretching and
ring breathing modes of pyrimidine bases

2845
2950
3250
3015
1655
1590
1655
1600
1004
1100
670
1090–1100

Lipids
Proteins, lipids
Water
Unsaturated lipids
Unsaturated lipids
Retinoic acid
Proteins
Lignin
Proteins
Cellulose
DMSO
Nucleic acids

783–790

Nucleic acids

(picosecond or femtosecond) beams with high peak power at pump
(ωp) and Stokes (ωs) frequencies are used to excite the sample, and
the difference in their frequencies is set to match the vibrational
frequency of the molecule of interest (Ωvib); the weak Raman signals
are strongly ampliﬁed by non-linear excitation. This imaging principle
serves as the basis of CRS microscopy (Fig. 1A-2 and A-3). In this review,
we will focus on two most commonly used CRS modalities — CARS and
SRS microscopy.
2.3. Coherent Anti-Stokes Raman Scattering (CARS) microscopy
CARS microscopy (not to be confused with CRS microscopy
described above) utilizes two pulse lasers tuned at pump (ωp) and
Stokes (ωs) frequencies. When the difference in their frequencies
matches a molecule's vibrational frequency (Ωvib), non-linear interaction between pump and Stokes photons causes vibrational resonance
of the chemical bonds in the molecule. This excited vibrational chemical
bond further interacts with a second pump photon, resulting in the
coherent emission of an anti-Stokes photon (ωas in Fig. 1A-2). The
anti-Stokes CARS signal (ωas) is of higher frequency (shorter wavelength) than incident beams (Fig. 1B), and can be detected by a
photomultiplier tube (PMT) after transmitting through a CARS ﬁlter (a
typical CARS setup shown in Fig. 5). To image a particular chemical,
the wavelength of pump laser can be tuned using optical parametric oscillator (OPO) to match the Raman shift of the corresponding chemical
bond (see Box 1 for wavelength calculations). However, due to nonlinear electronic response of the molecules at laser focus, a non-resonant
background signal may be generated even in the absence of any
vibrational resonance [8,17]. Interference between non-resonant
background and resonant signal may distort the CARS spectrum, limiting
detection sensitivity and speciﬁcity.
2.4. Stimulated Raman Scattering (SRS) microscopy
When the energy difference between pump (ωp) and Stokes (ωs)
laser beams matches the vibrational frequency of a molecule (Ωvib),
ampliﬁcation of the Raman signal is also achieved by an alternate
process in addition to CARS (Fig. 1A-3 and B). Non-linear interaction
between the two photons stimulates the chemical bonds into an excited
vibrational state. This results in the disappearance of a pump photon
and the creation of a Stokes photon (Fig. 1A-3). The pump and Stokes
beams exchange energy; the intensity of the “Stokes” beam experiences
a gain (Stimulated Raman Gain, SRG) and the intensity of the “pump”
beam experiences a loss (Stimulated Raman Loss, SRL). The SRG or
SRL signals can be used as contrast to image target molecules [10]
(Fig. 1B). When the energy difference between the pump and Stokes
beams does not match the target molecule's vibrational frequency,

there is no energy transfer between them, and no SRG or SRL signals.
Unlike CARS microscopy, therefore, SRS microscopy does not produce
any non-resonant background signal.
Although SRG or SRL signals can be used as unique vibrational
contrast to speciﬁcally image target molecules, such signals are rather
weak (ΔI/I b 10−4, even lower than laser noise), and detecting them
poses a signiﬁcant challenge. Fortunately, laser noise primarily occurs
at low frequencies (less than 1 MHz, see Fig. 1c in reference [8]). SRS
microscopy can thus take advantage of high-frequency (over 2 MHz)
modulation to extract small SRG or SRL signals from background laser
noise. As shown in Fig. 1C, the Stokes beam is modulated at a frequency
over 2 MHz, whereas the incident pump beam remains unmodulated.
Upon interaction with samples, the SRL or SRG signal generated from
the pump or Stokes beam, respectively, occurs at the same frequency
of modulation, and the SRL signal (dashed line box in Fig. 1C) can be
speciﬁcally picked up, de-modulated and ampliﬁed via a lock-in ampliﬁer. Crucially, SRL (or SRG) signal intensity is directly proportional to
the concentration of the target molecule in the sample, allowing for
straightforward quantiﬁcation [10] (see Box 2). A typical setup for SRS
microscopy is shown in Fig. 5.
3. Coherent Raman Scattering microscopy in lipid research:
applications and advantages
The obesity epidemic is of enormous concern to public health.
Obesity has replaced malnutrition as the most common cause of dietrelated mortality (Global Burden of Disease Study 2010), and it is a
signiﬁcant risk factor for developing type 2 diabetes, cardiovascular
disease and certain types of cancer [19–22]. The worldwide prevalence
of obesity has triggered signiﬁcant interest in unraveling the regulatory
mechanism of lipid metabolism and lipid droplet homeostasis [23].
However, lipids lack intrinsic ﬂuorescence, and tagging them with
ﬂuorophores is nontrivial. Imaging techniques for sensitive, speciﬁc
and quantitative detection of lipid molecules are needed to foster
rapid advances in the ﬁeld. To this end, CRS microscopy is an exciting
alternative and complementary technique to traditional lipid analysis
methods (see comparison in Table 2).
Lipid droplets have a neutral lipid core consisting primarily of triacylglycerols (TAGs) and cholesteryl esters, surrounded by a phospholipid
monolayer. The three fatty acid chains comprising a TAG molecule are
14–24 carbons in length, and may be saturated (made entirely of CH2
groups) or unsaturated (containing one or more C_C groups).
Phospholipids, on the other hand, contain two fatty acid chains. The
C\H vibration generates a characteristic and strong CRS signal, which
enables easy and speciﬁc detection of lipid molecules. In the past decade, CRS systems have been adopted to the study of lipids in the ﬁelds
of biology, nutrition and medicine [8,17]. Recent work in applying this
system to the genetically tractable model organism Caenorhabditis
elegans has led to the uncovering of several critical and previously
unknown regulators of lipid metabolism [24]. In this section, we will
review some of the most commonly applied research strategies based
on CRS microscopy in lipid research, and discuss their associated
advantages.
3.1. High-resolution and three-dimensional imaging of lipid molecule
distribution
The spatial resolution of CRS microscopy is diffraction limited and
comparable to that of two-photon ﬂuorescence (about 300 nm in the
x–y plane and about 1000 nm in the z-axis, depending on objectives
and wavelengths) [25–27], ensuring the visualization of lipid molecules
at subcellular levels. In living cells and organisms, CRS microscopy is capable of revealing individual lipid droplets, including nascent droplets
that may be particularly small [28,29]. In 2003, Nan et al. ﬁrst used
CARS microscopy to monitor the cell differentiation process in 3T3-L1
preadipocytes. It was found that there was an initial clearance of lipid

No spatial information

Inconsistency between
samples; indirect quantiﬁcation;
no detection speciﬁcity

Lipid analogs are not identical to lipids;
only a handful of analogs are available.

All advantages of CARS; quantitative;
selective imaging of chemical bonds
Expensive equipment; not
commercially available
Easy access; high sensitivity
Easy access

Noninvasive imaging; high
resolution; high throughput
Expensive equipment; non-resonant
background; autoﬂuorescence
interference; indirect quantiﬁcation

Few hours (long staining time)

Major limitations

Major advantages

Several hours (extensive
sample preparation)
Ability to separate lipid
mixtures
No spatial information
Experiment duration

Few hours (long staining time)

High
Semi (better than CARS)
Small
High equipment cost, minimal
experimental cost
Few minutes
Medium
Semi
Small
High equipment cost,
minimal experimental cost
Few minutes
Low
No
Medium
Low
Low
Semi
Large
Low
Detection sensitivity
Compositional analysis
Required sample amount
Cost

Medium
Yes
Large
Moderate (equipment available
at most research institutes)
Several hours (extensive sample
preparation)
Detailed compositional analysis

Yes
High
Yes (live imaging)
Semi
High
Yes (live imaging)

Semi
High
Yes (vital dyes may stain nonspeciﬁcally in C. elegans [34–37])
High
No
Medium
Moderate
Semi
Low
Yes (but ﬁxation required)
Yes/semi
–
No
Quantitative
Spatial resolution
In vivo analysis

Yes
–
No

SRS
Fluorescent analogs (e.g. BODIPY)
TLC

Table 2
Comparison of lipid detection methods.

GC/LC–MS

Lipid dyes (e.g. oil red)

CARS
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droplets at the early stage of differentiation. Further along the differentiation process, the cells began to reaccumulate lipid droplets in the
cytoplasm in a largely unsynchronized manner [28].
Similar to two-photon excited ﬂuorescence microscopy imaging,
CARS/SRS signals exhibit nonlinear dependence on incident photon intensity, and are derived only from the laser focal plane where photon
density is highest. Therefore, CRS microscopy has intrinsic 3D optical
sectioning capacity without the need for a confocal pinhole [26,30].
Furthermore, CRS microscopy uses near-infrared lasers (typically
817 nm pump and 1064 nm Stokes for lipid imaging), allowing for
high penetration depths of up to 1 mm, depending on sample, objective
and laser [25]. This is particularly useful for imaging the spatial distribution of lipid molecules in thick tissue samples such as mouse skin, liver
and brain [8,17,26]. In their ﬁrst report on the technology, Freudiger et
al. used SRS microscopy to visualize lipid distribution along varying
depths of mouse skin, and to monitor DMSO penetrating into the skin
[26].
3.2. High sensitivity and speciﬁcity to image different lipid molecules
CARS and SRS dramatically amplify the extremely weak Raman
effect. Compared to spontaneous Raman microscopy, the sensitivity of
CRS microscopy is orders of magnitude greater. It was demonstrated
that CARS microscopy is capable of directly visualizing phospholipid
bilayers [31,32].
Lipid molecules have wide-ranging structural diversity tightly associated with their biological functions. However, canonical lipid imaging
methods using dye staining or ﬂuorescent analogs currently lack the
ability to distinguish different lipid classes. Particularly in C. elegans,
several groups have demonstrated that vital-dye staining does not
correlate well with lipid levels or lipid localization [33–36]. CRS microscopy, on the other hand, can image speciﬁc lipid molecules based on
differences in their fatty acid chains. For example, unsaturated lipids
contain C_C bonds whose characteristic vibrational frequency at
3015 cm−1 can be speciﬁcally imaged by CRS microscopy [17,26]. Another example is retinoic acid, the conjugated C_C bonds of which
have vibrational frequency at 1590 cm−1 and can be visualized in vivo
by SRS microscopy [26]. As an application of this principle, Freudiger
et al. used the SRS system to visualize eicosapentaenoic acid (EPA) incorporating into lipid droplets of cultured cells, as well as retinoic acid
penetrating into mouse epidermis [26]. CRS microscopy thus provides
a unique tool to speciﬁcally track lipid molecules in vivo, and unravel
the connection between spatiotemporal dynamics of various lipid
molecules and their biological activities.
3.3. Fast, quantitative, label-free imaging for high-throughput screens
Imaging by CRS microscopy is based on intrinsic molecular vibrations within a sample, and circumvents the need for extrinsic labels.
Transparent samples, such as cells and immobilized whole organisms
like C. elegans, can be directly imaged without additional sample
preparation steps; worms can even be recovered after imaging. This
non-invasive approach allows for chemical imaging under the most
physiological conditions, providing highly reliable and repeatable
results. Furthermore, CARS and SRS signals are amenable to direct quantiﬁcation of lipid levels. Levels thus obtained are comparable to those
derived from standard biochemical methods [24,37]. For these reasons,
CRS microscopy may be particularly useful for high-throughput screening. In our previous studies, we have employed SRS microscopy to
screen more than 300 genes coding for cell surface and nuclear hormone receptors by RNA interference (RNAi) in C. elegans, and identiﬁed
several novel and conserved genetic regulators of total lipid storage
[24]. Recent instrumental advances in CARS [38] and SRS [39] microscopes have further improved imaging speeds up to video-rate at
25 frames/s. In addition to reducing acquisition time and accelerating
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Box 1
Utilizing Raman shift to calculate the wavelength used in CRS
microscopy.
Raman shifts are typically expressed in wavenumbers, which have
units of inverse length. As shown in the following equation:

Δω ¼

1
1
−
λp λs



3.5. Low phototoxicity, long-term imaging capacities

Δω is the Raman shift expressed in wavenumber, λp is the wavelength of the pump beam, and λs is the wavelength of the Stokes
beam. Most commonly, the unit for expressing wavenumber is
inverse centimeter (cm− 1), whereas wavelength is commonly
expressed in units of nanometer (nm). The equation below can
scale for this unit conversion:

 
−1
Δω cm
¼




107 nm
1
1
:
−

ðcmÞ
λpðnmÞ λsðnmÞ

In common CRS microscopy, the Raman shift of the target chemical is usually known (e.g. in Table 1), and the wavelength of the
Stokes beam is typically fixed at 1064 nm. Based on Eq. (2), the
wavelength of the pump beam (tunable with an optical parametric
oscillator, OPO) can be calculated as follows:
λpðnmÞ ¼

employed by Yamaguchi et al. who used a CARS-coupled multiphoton ﬂuorescence microscopy system to show that lipid droplet
associated protein CGI-58 facilitates lipolysis of lipid droplets, but
is not involved in the vesiculation of lipid droplets caused by
hormonal stimulation [29]. Nan et al. used a similar combinatorial
system to reveal a possible interaction between lipid droplets and
mitochondria in adrenal cortical Y-1 cells [40].

−1

Δω cm



1
:
ðcmÞ
1


þ
λsðnmÞ
107 nm

These calculations may also be performed using a free online/
smartphone tool, APE calculator (http://www.ape-berlin.de/en/
page/calculator).

high-throughput screens, this development opens up a new avenue to
track the dynamic regulation of lipid molecules [28,40].
3.4. Compatible with ﬂuorescence microscopy (for dual imaging of lipids
and proteins)
CRS chemical imaging microscopy can be combined with twophoton excited ﬂuorescence microscopy or confocal ﬂuorescence
microscopy for simultaneous Raman and ﬂuorescence imaging. In
principle, this combination is a particularly useful strategy for the
study of lipid–protein interactions within the cell. For example,
lipid droplets consist of a neutral lipid core that is surrounded by a
phospholipid monolayer decorated with a wide variety of proteins.
CRS microscopy would reveal the spatiotemporal distribution of
lipids, while tagged lipid–droplet-associated proteins would be visualized by ﬂuorescence microscopy. This combinatory technique was

Box 2
Linear quantification in SRS.
SRS signal (SRL or SRG) strength S is proportional to the product
of the pump laser intensity IP, the Stokes laser intensity IS, the analyte concentration [c], and the specific molecular cross section of
the analyte σ. For the corresponding optical process in a specific
analyte: S ∝ [c] × σ × IP × IS. Thus SRS signals can be applied for
direct linear quantiﬁcation of analyte concentration.

Compared to spontaneous Raman microscopy, CRS systems use
near-infrared wavelength lasers, and do not require long exposure
time to acquire strong signals. By not relying on ﬂuorescent probes,
CRS microscopy also avoids the issue of photobleaching. Furthermore,
unlike in ﬂuorescence microscopy imaging, the nonlinear process of
CARS/SRS occurs at the ground electronic state, resulting in minimal
sample photo-damage [38], especially when picosecond pulses are
used to reduce multi-photon absorption effects. Taken together, CRS
microscopy exhibits low photodamage, low phototoxicity and no
photobleaching, enabling a long-term reliable imaging modality. CARS
microscopy has already been applied to the imaging of myelin sheath
dynamics, as well as to study demyelination and its associated disease
processes [41–45]. Myelin membranes are enriched for lipids, and the
high-density CH2 groups produce a strong CARS signal. In another
application, Fu et al. used a CARS microscope for long-term imaging
(up to 5 h) of paranodal myelin splitting and retraction related to
glutamate excitotoxicity [42].
4. Limitations and recent advances in CRS microscopy
CARS microscopy and SRS microscopy are powerful and increasingly popular tools for lipid research. As with any rapidly developing
technology, there are certain caveats. Here we summarize several
aspects that currently preclude a broader application of these
technologies, and discuss recent improvements to address some of
these limitations.
4.1. Accessibility and commercialization of CRS systems
The CRS microscopy system relies on multi-photon laser scanning
microscopy and ultra-fast pulse laser and optical parametric oscillators
(OPOs). These components are expensive and bring the cost of the
entire system to at least ﬁve hundred thousand US dollars. Moreover,
system setup is a complicated, multi-step process, requiring expertise
in physics and optics. Until recently, researchers were required to
build the system by themselves. Commercial CARS microscopes, recently introduced by Olympus (Japan) in 2009 and Leica Microsystems
(Germany) in 2010, are signiﬁcant additions to the ﬁeld. The usercentric design of these commercial systems broadens their applicability
to a wider range of scientists. The Olympus CARS system can be
upgraded from their standard multi-photon laser scanning microscopy
system equipped with femtosecond lasers (the spectral resolution of
which is not as good as picosecond lasers, but should be sufﬁcient for
imaging lipids whose spectral peak is wide enough). Upgrading
pre-existing Olympus multi-photon systems may be less expensive
and more convenient. The SRS system was invented more recently,
and, due to complexities in laser modulation and signal detection, is
not available commercially at present (we anticipate its availability in
the near future).
4.1.1. Recent advances in ﬁber lasers
Although commercially available CRS microscopy systems ease the
process of setup and usage, they are still very expensive. Emerging
ﬁber lasers provide portable, robust, low-cost turnkey operation for
multi-photon ﬂuorescence microscopy systems. Fiber lasers for CRS
systems are currently being developed for widespread use, and several
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groups have included them in CARS microscopy. However, higher laser
noise from existing ﬁber lasers precludes their use in SRS microscopy at
the moment [46–51].
4.2. Spectral CRS systems to improve detection speciﬁcity
CRS microscopy makes use of two pulsed laser beams with an energy difference tuned to target the vibrational frequency of a certain
chemical bond. As a result, only one vibrational frequency can be
imaged each time — sufﬁcient to speciﬁcally visualize a molecule if
it has a characteristic chemical bond or group not found in other
molecules in the sample. However, in the absence of a unique
functional group, regular CRS microscopy cannot directly distinguish
the target molecule from others carrying the same moiety. Although
the wavelength of pump laser can be tuned with an OPO to image
other chemical bonds, doing so would take several minutes each
time. To overcome this limitation, several multi-color SRS systems
have been recently developed, which image multiple vibrational
frequencies simultaneously [13,52–54]. Furthermore, hyperspectral
SRS systems have been developed to achieve a spectrum of SRS
images within an ~ 300 cm− 1 range of vibrational frequencies
[55–58] (a brief summary is listed in Table 3). These advances are
particularly important for applications that deal with biological
samples, given that many biomolecules share common chemical
bonds or groups.
4.3. Improvements to imaging speed to achieve real-time imaging
Whereas ﬂuorescence imaging can achieve single molecule
detection, the coherent Raman effect is still much weaker. Consequently, the imaging speed of CRS microscopy is slower than that
of ﬂuorescence microscopy. The ﬁrst 3D CARS microscope developed
in 1999 required nearly 30 min to acquire a single image [30]. Significant improvements have since been made to increase detection sensitivity and imaging speed in the past 15 years. Today, the image
acquisition rate of the CARS system is limited only by the speed of
the scanning unit of the laser-scanning microscope. Rate of imaging
in SRS microscopy, however, is additionally limited by the processing
speed of the lock-in ampliﬁer. Using a commercially available SR844
lock-in ampliﬁer (Stanford Research, USA), SRS systems can image at
30 μs/pixel (about 8 frames/s for 512 × 512 images). Saar et al.
documented an imaging speed up to video-rate (0.1 μs/pixel,
30 frames/s for 512 × 512 images) using a home-built lock-in ampliﬁer with SRS microscopy [39]. The more recent and commercially
available HF2LI lock-in ampliﬁer (Zurich Instruments, Switzerland)
also enables high-speed SRS imaging at 0.8 μs/pixel (about
5 frames/s for 512 × 512 images).
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using SRS. As described in Box 2, the detection limit is related to molecular cross section, which is ﬁxed for a speciﬁc molecule, as well as pump
and Stokes laser powers. Typical detection limits for SRS (at average
laser power of b40 mW for each laser) are 50 μM for retinol (see the
standard curve in Fig. 1E of reference [26]), 5 mM for methanol
solutions (see the standard curve in Supplementary Fig. 5 of reference
[26]) and about 1 mM for palmitic acid solutions (see the standard
curve in Fig. 3B). Thus, CRS microscopy is well-suited for speciﬁc detection of molecules that are relatively abundant at the focal plane. For
instance, CRS microscopy can provide robust images of individual lipid
droplets with high local lipid concentration, but cannot easily visualize
free fatty acids at lower concentrations outside lipid droplets. An
increase in pump and Stokes laser powers on the focal plane would
effectively increase the CRS signal, but may damage the sample and
saturate the detectors. Improvements to detection limit are expected
to tackle this challenge in the near future.
5. Comparing SRS to CARS
5.1. Linear quantiﬁcation ability
As with ﬂuorescence imaging, the local concentration of lipid
molecules can be extrapolated from the pixel intensity of both CARS
and SRS images (Fig. 3). In theory, the CARS signal is proportional to
the square of the concentration of the target molecule, but this signal
may include non-resonant background, image artifacts or autoﬂuorescence when imaging biological samples [8,17,24,26]. SRS images are
free from non-resonant background and most imaging artifacts,
allowing direct and reliable quantiﬁcation (see Fig. 3B for the linear
dependence of SRS signals on the concentration of palmitic acid in
DMSO solution, and references [8,26] for the standard curve of retinol).
In C. elegans, SRS quantiﬁcation of in vivo lipid levels in wild type,
genetically obese and lean worms all closely matches those obtained
by biochemical thin-layer chromatography–gas chromatography (TLC/
GC) analysis [24].
5.2. Spectrum accuracy and reliability
Non-resonant background not only complicates quantiﬁcation, but
also distorts the CARS spectrum. This may not be a major hurdle for
imaging lipids since the CH2 peak is sufﬁciently wide [17]. SRS spectra
are essentially identical to spontaneous Raman spectra [26] and SRS microscopy allows simple spectroscopic identiﬁcation based on Raman literature (Table 1) even in the ﬁngerprint region (500 cm−1–1800 cm−1)
[11]. This advantage is critical for imaging molecules with complex
chemical structures (see details in Section 6.1), such as DNA [11] or
retinoic acid [26].

4.4. Detection limit

5.3. Higher signal-to-noise-ratio and sensitivity

Coherent Raman Scattering signals are still signiﬁcantly weaker than
ﬂuorescent signals, though dramatic improvements have been achieved

Non-resonant background not only distorts the CARS spectrum, but
also limits the detection sensitivity of CARS microscopy [17]. By

Table 3
Examples of multi-color SRS and hyperspectral SRS.
Authors

Methods

Reference

Multi-color SRS
Fu et al.
Lu et al.
Kong et al.

Modulation multiplex
Grating-based pulse shaper for excitation and grating-based spectrograph for detection
Rapidly tunable optical parametric oscillator

[52]
[53]
[54]

Hyperspectral SRS
Freudiger et al.
Ozeki et al.
Fu et al.
Zhang et al.
Wang et al.

Spectrally tailored excitation
Intrapulse spectral scanning through femtosecond grating-based pulse shaper
Chirped femtosecond lasers and temporal delay scanning
Intrapulse spectral scanning through femtosecond grating-based pulse shaper
Intrapulse spectral scanning through femtosecond grating-based pulse shaper and time-lens source

[13]
[55]
[56]
[57]
[58]
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Fig. 3. Linear quantiﬁcation ability of SRS microscopy. (A) Sample images of lipid droplets in the liver of a mouse fed a regular chow diet, fatty liver induced by tunicamycin, and Drosophila
larval fat body (from left to right). Pixel intensity indicates local lipid concentration. (B) Standard curve of palmitic acid concentrations in DMSO solution plotted against average pixel
intensity of SRS images. The curve exhibits strong linear dependence and a wide linear range.

contrast, fast high-frequency modulation (N2 M Hz) and lock-in
demodulation phase detection systems in SRS microscopy can remove
all laser noise and intensity variations during imaging, and allow for
shot-noise-limited detection sensitivity [26].
6. Applications of CARS/SRS microscopy beyond lipid research
6.1. Imaging biological molecules other than lipids
CRS microscopy relies on matching the Raman shift to a molecule's
vibrational frequency; its applicability is therefore not limited to any
particular chemical bond (e.g. CH2). By appropriately tuning laser wavelengths, CRS microscopy can be used to image several different
chemicals. Recent improvements to the CARS system, such as maximum
entropy method (MEM) analyses, polarization-sensitive CARS, timeresolved CARS, phase sensitive detection and frequency modulation
CARS, partially circumvent the problem of non-resonant background
and have led to broad applications of CARS microscopy in metabolic
and biomedical imaging (reviewed in references [17,59,60]; here we
focus on SRS). SRS spectra are identical to spontaneous Raman spectra,
and SRS microscopy can be directly employed to image biomolecules
(Raman shifts summarized in Table 1). Fig. 4 shows the characteristic
SRS images from a single C. elegans organism, using different Raman
shifts to visualize water, total lipids, unsaturated lipids, and proteins.
6.1.1. Proteins
Protein and lipid molecules are both rich in CH3 groups, and imaging
the CH3 moiety at a Raman shift of 2950 cm−1 provides both protein
and lipid signals. Imaging CH2 at a Raman shift of 2845 cm−1, on the
other hand, captures mostly lipid signals. Thus, the protein image can be
obtained indirectly by subtracting the CH2 lipid signal contribution from
CH3-derived images [61,62]. In addition, protein molecules can be imaged
at a Raman shift of 1655 cm−1, where the signal arises from the N\C _ O
(Amide I) bonds in proteins. Although the Raman signal from C _ C vibrations in unsaturated lipids is also at 1655 cm−1, it usually does not interfere with the amide signal as the concentration of unsaturated lipids
outside lipid droplets is below the detection sensitivity of SRS microscopy
[11,12]. An alternative method is to image the Raman peak at 1004 cm−1
arising from ring breathing of phenylalanines in proteins [11]. However,
this signal is much weaker compared to CH3 or Amide I bonds and
requires higher laser power on samples [11].
Recently, Wei et al. combined SRS microscopy with deuteriumlabeled amino acids to image newly synthesized proteins in live
mammalian cells [9]. The newly synthesized proteins incorporate
deuterium-labeled amino acids, and are visualized by using the unique
vibrational signature of the C\D bond (Raman shift at 2133 cm−1). This
new approach is simple, requires no ﬁxation or staining, and results in
minimal cell perturbation. The results from this work highlighted

rapid protein turnover in nucleoli and neurites of N2A cells (neuronlike cells) during differentiation.

6.1.2. Nucleic acids
Nucleic acids can be imaged with SRS microscopy using Raman
signals at the region of 783–790 cm−1 and at 1099 cm−1, which arise
from the superposition of symmetric phosphodiester stretching and
ring breathing modes of pyrimidine bases, and symmetric dioxy
stretching of the phosphate backbone, respectively (Table 1). These signals are quite weak, requiring strong laser power and a well-optimized
system [11]. Recently, Zhang et al. successfully imaged nucleic acids at
783–790 cm−1 in a single cell of Drosophila larval salivary gland and
in individual mammalian cells [11].

6.1.3. Water
Due to its high abundance and strong signal, water can be easily
imaged at 3250 cm− 1 based on the O\H bond stretching vibration.
Roeffaers et al. demonstrated the use of SRS microscopy to separately
image the composition of water, lipids and proteins in commercial

Unsaturated lipids

Proteins and lipids

C-H3

Fig. 4. SRS images of water, total lipids, unsaturated lipids, and proteins in C. elegans.
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food products, including mayonnaise, cheese, and soy-based drinks
[12].
6.1.4. Drugs
Tracking the delivery and clearance of drugs in vivo is particularly
challenging, given their small size, sensitive chemical properties and
fast dynamics. Many drugs have unique chemical bonds or groups, making them well-suited targets for SRS microscopy. In the ﬁrst report of
SRS microscopy, Freudiger et al. successfully used this technique to
track the delivery of dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) and retinoic acid into
fresh mouse skin. In situ 3D images of DMSO at 670 cm−1 and retinoic
acid at 1570 cm− 1 clearly showed the drugs penetrating the mouse
skin [26].
6.2. Potential applications of CARS/SRS microscopy in clinical diagnosis
Lesions often show chemical and/or morphological differences from
healthy tissue. With its many advantageous features (non-destructive,
capable of deep penetration and high resolution, and chemical speciﬁcity), CRS microscopy may be ideally suited for tissue imaging and
potential clinical diagnosis. Several review articles have summarized
the application of CARS microscopy in imaging tissue samples and
discussed its potential use in clinical diagnosis [17,59,60]. SRS microscopy has emerged to supersede CARS microscopy in several aspects, and is
expected to be even better poised for clinical application.
Freudiger et al. used SRS microscopy to image CH2 and CH3 vibrations of lipids and proteins, together with two-photon absorption imaging of hemoglobin in fresh-frozen tissue sections from mice models of
invasive glioma, breast cancer metastases, stroke, and demyelination.
Strikingly, these stain-free histopathological images provided very similar results to those obtained by conventional hematoxylin & eosin
(H&E) staining [62]. These ﬁndings suggest that SRS microscopy can
generate high quality histological images for clinical diagnosis without
the need for tissue ﬁxation, sectioning or staining.
Ozeki et al. used a hyperspectral SRS microscopy system to obtain
spectral images of mouse intestinal villi, ear skin, as well as rat livers
[55]. Since hyperspectral SRS microscopy acquires images spanning a
300 cm− 1 range of vibrational frequencies, much more detailed
spectral information can be rapidly obtained from these spectral
images, making it a particularly useful approach for clinical diagnostic applications.
In addition, several research groups have applied CARS endoscopy
[63–65] and SRS endoscopy [66] to image various organs directly in
live animals. Further improvements to these endoscopy systems
would offer exciting new technology platforms for in vivo histopathological imaging and non-invasive clinical diagnostics in the near future.
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7. Utilizing CRS microscopy for your own research
CRS microscopy systems have rapidly evolved since their inception,
and are now employed in the imaging of an ever-expanding set of
biomolecules. The technology may be readily adapted to novel lines of
investigation. Here we provide a brief outline of the setup of a CRS
system.
7.1. Laser source
The picosecond Nd:YVO4 laser, coupled with an optical parametric
oscillator (OPO) is widely used in CRS systems [17] (red dashed box in
Fig. 5). A delay stage and an autocorrelator are used to achieve precise
spatial and temporal overlap of the pump and Stokes laser beams [67].
For SRS microscopy, the Stokes (for SRL imaging) or pump (for SRG
imaging) beam is modulated at high frequency (N2 MHz) using an
acousto-optic modulator or electro-optic modulator [26].
7.2. Microscope with laser scanning unit
The optical components of CARS/SRS microscopes need to be
optimized for infrared (IR) lasers. The objectives require achromatic compensation, high numeric aperture (N.A.), and high near-IR throughput.
7.3. Mirror and ﬁlter sets
Near-IR mirrors and a set of telescopes are required to deliver the
laser beams from the laser box to the scanning unit of the microscope
and ﬁt the laser beam size to the back aperture of the objective. For
CARS signal detection, a CARS ﬁlter or dichroic mirror is used to block
the pump and Stokes incident light and allow the transmission of
weak anti-Stokes signals to the detector. An SRS system is equipped
with a different ﬁlter to selectively transmit the pump beam (for SRL
detection) or Stokes beam (for SRG detection).
7.4. Detector
CARS signals can be detected at either forward (F-CARS) or backward (E-CARS) direction [17]. Multi-alkali photo multiplier tubes
(PMTs) are widely used in CARS systems. For an SRS microscope, a
silicon (for SRL detection) or InGaAs (for SRG detection) photodiode
with a large area (typically around 1 cm2) is used for light detection. Reverse DC voltage is applied to the photodiode for reducing capacitance
and increasing response speed [26]. The transmission light from the
sample is projected to the photodiode through a telescope (for adjusting
beam size and avoiding beam movement) and a band-pass ﬁlter (to
block the Stokes beam for SRL/pump beam for SRG) [26]. After pre-

Fig. 5. Schematic of a typical CARS/SRS microscopy system. Components within the red dashed box comprise the laser source. Components of the SRS system are labeled in blue. The green
mirrors are dichroic mirrors/beam-splitters.
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ﬁltering low- and high-frequency electronic noises, a lock-in ampliﬁer is
used to demodulate and amplify the weak SRL or SRG signals.
Both CARS and SRS systems require an A/D converter (usually
pre-installed in a confocal system) to convert electric analog signals to
digital signals for input into a computer.
8. Prospection
The past ﬁfteen years have witnessed the birth and rapid growth of
CRS microscopy technologies. Compared to conventional methods, CRS
microscopy is a highly attractive and advantageous tool in the study of
lipid biology. We expect this modality to gain widespread use and
open new avenues to biological and biomedical research.
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